Arts and Science Committees

**Curriculum, Instruction & Advising (CIA) Committee**
Bill Horner, Political Science (chair)
Karthik Panchanathan, Anthropology
David Schenker, Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Gerald Summers, Biological Sciences
Daive Dunkley, Black Studies
Justin Walensky, Chemistry
Steven Klein, Communication
Jeff Milyo, Economics
Sam Cohen, English
Doug Hurt, Geography
Miriam Barquero-Molina, Geological Sciences
Tim Langen, German & Russian Studies
Megan McKinstry, German & Russian Studies
Huichun Liang, German & Russian Studies (Chinese)
Jerritt Frank, History
Dustin Belt, Mathematics
Angelo Manzo, Music
Wendy Sims, Music (Education)
Andrew Melnyk, Philosophy
Dorina Kosztin, Physics & Astronomy
Dennis Miller, Psychological Sciences
Guadalupe Perez-Anzaldo, Romance Languages & Literatures
Wayne Brekhus, Sociology
Larry Ries, Statistics
Joy Powell, Theatre
Matt Ballou, Visual Studies
Christian Rozier, Visual Studies
James Van Dyke, Visual Studies
Srirupa Prasad, Women’s & Gender Studies
Eric Carter, A&S Advising
Alison Lee, A&S Advising
Rachael Orr, A&S Assistant Dean
Kati Abbott, DART representative

**Academic Appeals Committee**
Mark Carroll, History
Colleen Colaner, Communication
Deborah Huelsbergen, Visual Studies
Bowen Loftin, Physics & Astronomy
David Mandy, Economics
Tom Phillips, Biological Sciences
David Read, English
Victoria Shaffer, Psychological Sciences
Lori Thombs, Statistics
Jennifer Bloss, A&S Advising
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**Diversity Committee**
Michael Greenlief, Chemistry (chair)
Silvia Bompadre, Physics & Astronomy
Wayne Brekhus, Sociology
Heather Carver, Theatre
Joseph Erb, Visual Studies
Elisa Glick, English/Women’s & Gender Studies
Haley Horstman, Communication
Etti Naveh-Benjamin, Psychological Sciences (2008)
Mark Palmer, Geography
Guadalupe Perez-Anzaldo, Romance Languages and Literatures
Linda Reeder, History
Adriana Méndez Rodenas, Romance Languages & Literatures
Michael Volz, German & Russian Studies

**Diversity Requirement Curriculum Committee**
Nate Hofer, Religious Studies (co-chair)
Rebecca Scott, Sociology (co-chair)
Dennis Kelley, Religious Studies
Ann Bettencourt, Psychological Sciences
Valerie Kaussen, Romance Languages & Literatures
Karen King, Physics & Astronomy
April Langley, Black Studies/English
Todd Van Pool, Anthropology
Megan Merrill, A&S Advising (non-voting)

**Executive Committee (elected)**
Dorina Mitrea, Math (2017-19)
Brian Silvey, Music (2016-19)
David Geary, Psychological Sciences (2017-2020)
Dennis Trout, Ancient Mediterranean Studies (replace Monnier 2018-2020)
Scott Holan, Statistics (2018-2021)
Julie Passanante Elman, Women’s & Gender Studies (2018-2021)

**Faculty Awards Committee**
Mary Jo Muratore, Romance Languages & Literatures (chair)
Irma Arteaga, Truman School
Bruce Bartholow, Psychological Sciences
Shi-Jie Chen, Physics & Astronomy
Manuel Leal, Biological Sciences
Lee Manion, English
Peter Markie, Philosophy
Steven Tharp, Music
Dana Weston, Math
Ric Wilson, Visual Studies
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Faculty Council Representatives (elected)
Patrick Shiu, Biological Sciences (2016-2019)
Daniel Cohen, Religious Studies (2017-2020)
Linda Godwin, Physics & Astronomy (2017-2020)
Jay Dow, Political Science (2017-2020)
Soren Larsen, Geography (2017-2020)
Mary Stegmaier, Truman School (2018-2021)
Iskander Akhmadullin, Music (2018-2021)
Johanna Kramer, English (2018-2021)
Anand Chandrasekhar, Biological Sciences (2018-2021)

Faculty Responsibility
Professors (4)
Jeff Milyo, Economics
Andrew Hoberek, English
Amanda Rose, Psychological Sciences
David Singh, Physics & Astronomy
Associate Professors (4)
Mary Stegmaier, Truman School
Jan Segert, Mathematics
Ben Warner, Communication
Haojing Yan, Physics & Astronomy
Assistant Professors (4)
Megan Arns, Music
Daive Dunkley, Black Studies
Pazia Mannella, Visual Studies
Bryce Reeder, Political Science
Faculty at any rank (1)
Wesley Bernskoetter, Chemistry
Non-tenure-track faculty (5)
Monika Fischer, German & Russian Studies
Lisa Bauer, Psychological Sciences
Larry Ries, Statistics
Chris Wilson, English
Yun Zhang, Physics & Astronomy

A&S Grants Committee
Kristen Schwain, Visual Studies
Wendy Sims, Music
Keona Ervin, History
Manuel Leal, Biological Sciences
Tanya Christiansen, Math
Saku Aura, Economics
Greg Blomquist, Anthropology
Soren Larsen, Geography
Srirupa Prasad, Sociology
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**Promotion & Tenure Committee (elected)**
Tommy Sewell, Chemistry (2018-21)
Brad Prager, German & Russian Studies (2018-21)
Thomas Phillips, Biological Sciences (2016-2019)
Debbie Dougherty (2018-2019)
Robert Johnson, Philosophy (2017-2020)
Jay Sexton, History (2017-2020)

**Promotion Committee for Non-tenure Track Faculty (elected)**
Monika Fischer, German & Russian Studies (2017-2020)
Bill Horner, Political Science (2017-2020)
Bethany Stone, Biological Sciences (2017-2020)

**Status of Women Committee**
Cheryl Black, Theatre (chair)
Moises Arce, Political Science
Jean Brueggenjohann, Visual Studies
Nicole Campione-Barr, Psychological Sciences
Lori Eggert, Biological Sciences
Linda Godwin, Physics & Astronomy
Haley Horstman, Communication
Johanna Kramer, English
Oksana Loginova, Economics
Eli Lara, Music
Julie Rosenfeld, Music
Cherie Sampson, Visual Studies

**Undergraduate Research Mentorship Committee**
Michael Marlo, English (chair)
Matt Ballou, Visual Studies
Libby Cowgill, Anthropology
Dennis Kelley, Religious Studies
Gavin King, Physics & Astronomy
Suhwon Lee, Statistics
David Schulz, Biological Sciences
Keona Ervin, History
Scott Holan, Statistics

**Undergraduate Scholarships Committee**
Bill Kerwin, English (chair)
Martin Appold, Geological Sciences
Chris Daniggelis, Visual Studies
Lori Eggert, Biological Sciences
Stefan Freund, Music
Steven Keller, Chemistry
Judith Mabary, Music
Ed Merkle, Psychological Sciences
Jeff Milyo, Economics
Wouter Montfrooij, Physics & Astronomy
Phil Robbins, Philosophy
Ben Warner, Communication
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Non-academic Careers for Graduate Students
Andrew Hoberek, English (chair)
Christa Dierksheide, History
Angela Hull, Truman School
Kathleen Newton, Biological Sciences
Suchi Guha, Physics & Astronomy
Ines Segert, Psychological Sciences
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Program Advisory Committees

International Studies Degree Advisory Committee
Michael Volz, German & Russian Studies (chair)
Gay Albright, Business/International Business
Joe Hobbs, Geography
Nathan Hofer, Religious Studies
Clarence Lo, Sociology/Peace Studies
Megan Moore, Romance Languages & Literatures
Amit Prasad, Sociology/South Asia Studies
Bryce Reeder, Political Sciences
Robert Smale, History
Kibby Smith, International Studies Advising
Dawn Heston, Romance Languages & Literatures
Allie Teagarden, College of Business

South Asia Studies Advisory Committee
Amit Prasad, Sociology (Chair)
Dan Cohen, Religious Studies
Signe Cohen, Religious Studies
Elizabeth Hornbeck, Visual Studies
Srirupa Prasad, Women’s & Gender Studies and Sociology
Faiza Rais, Sociology (student member)

Peace Studies Faculty Committee
Mamadou Badiane, Romance Languages & Literatures
Amalia Dache-Gerbino, Educational Leadership & Policy Analysis
Keona Ervin, History
Monika Fischer, German & Russian Studies
Miriam Golomb, Biological Sciences
Joanna Hearne, English
Berkley Hudson, Journalism
Ted Koditschek, History
Daria Kerridge, Visual Studies
John Kultgen, Philosophy
David Mehr, Family & Community Medicine (chair)
Kerby Miller, History
Christina Mislan, Journalism
Karen Piper, English
Amit Prasad, Sociology
Brice Reeder, Political Science
Sandy Rikoon, Rural Sociology & Dean of HES
David Schenker, Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Steven Starr, Clinical Laboratory Science Program Director
Michael Ugarte, Romance Languages & Literatures
Clarence Lo, Peace Studies Program Director
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Linguistics Advisory Committee
Judith Goodman, Communication Science & Disorders
Matthew Gordon, English/Linguistics (chair)
Michael Marlo, English
Rachel Pinnow, Learning, Teaching, & Curriculum
Alex Radulescu, Philosophy
Mónica Marcos-Llinas, Romance Languages & Literatures

Museum of Art and Archaeology
J.D. Bowers, Honors College
Juanamaria Cordones-Cook, Romance Languages & Literatures
Suhwon Lee, Statistics
David Schenker, Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Kristin Schwain, School of Visual Studies (chair)
Jo Stealey, School of Visual Studies
Michael Urban, Geography
James Van Dyke, School of Visual Studies
Michael Yonan, School of Visual Studies
Alex Barker, Museums Director (ex officio)

Museum of Anthropology
Christine VanPool, Anthropology (chair)
Alejandra Gudino, Division of Inclusion, Diversity and Equity
Soren Larsen, Geography
Kelly Mescher, UM Counsel
Mark Palmer, Geography
Susan Renoe, Office of Research
Marcus Rautman, Visual Studies
Lisa Sattenspiel, Anthropology
Todd VanPool, Anthropology
Alex Barker, Museums Director (ex officio)